**CHILDHOOD**

Michael Francis Atiyah was born in London on 22nd April 1929. His father, Edward Atiyah, was Lebanese with an Oxford education. His mother, Jean, came from a Scottish family. Both parents were from middle-class professional families, one grandfather being a minister of the church in Yorkshire and the other a doctor in Khartoum.

Michael Atiyah lived most of his childhood in the Middle East, as his father worked as a civil servant in Khartoum until 1945, when the family moved permanently to England. Edward Atiyah became an author and was involved in representing the Palestinian cause. During the war, after elementary schooling in Khartoum, Michael Atiyah went first to Victoria College in Cairo and subsequently in Alexandria. This was an English boarding school with a very cosmopolitan population. From those days Atiyah remembers priding himself on being able to count to 10 in a dozen different languages.

At Victoria College he got a good basic education. In his final year, at the age of 15, he focused on mathematics and chemistry, but when he found memorizing large bodies of factual information very boring, he gravitated towards mathematics where only principles and basic ideas matter.

From this point on he saw clearly that his future lay in mathematics.

**YOUTH**

In England Atiyah completed his school education in the Manchester Grammar School (MGS), the leading school for mathematics in the country. There he became, and remained, primarily a geometer. He acquired a love of projective geometry, with its elegant synthetic proofs, and of quaternions, both of which have never left him. The mathematics class at MGS, a small and highly selected group, were all trained for the Cambridge scholarship examinations. In due course all the class went on to Cambridge except for one who went instead to Oxford. The students were steered to different colleges, depending on their abilities, and Atiyah was one of the top three sent to Trinity College, home of Isaac Newton, James Clerk Maxwell, Bertrand Russell and other famous names.

**EARLY RESEARCH**

After getting a Trinity scholarship in 1947, Atiyah spent two years in the military service. In his spare time he read mathematics for his own enjoyment (Hardy and Wright’s book on Number Theory, for example). He finally started at Cambridge in 1949, at age 20, and in the examination at the end of the first year he came top of the whole university.

Atiyah’s thesis had two parts, one dealing with vector bundles on algebraic curves (which later became a very popular topic) and the other, jointly with Hodge, on “Integrals of the Second Kind”. This was a modern treatment of an old subject.

**TRINITY FELLOW**

Atiyah’s thesis (1954) earned him one of the highly-sought Research Fellowships at Trinity. He also got a Fellowship (1955) to go to the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton.

In Princeton he met many of those who would influence or collaborate with him in the future. In addition to Serre and Hirzebruch, there were Kodaira and Spencer, of the older geometors, and Bott and Singer of the younger ones.

Atiyah returned frequently to the Institute, his second mathematical home, in later times. The longest stay was as a professor on the Faculty for three years (1969-72).
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